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Role of concerted atomic movements on the diffusion of small islands on fcc„100… metal surfaces
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The master equation formalism is used to analytically calculate the center-of-mass diffusion coefficient for
small two-dimensional islands on fcc~100! metal surfaces. We consider the case of Cu on Cu~100! containing
up to nine atoms, with energetics obtained from semiempirical interaction potentials. In the case where only
single-particle processes are taken into account, the analytic results agree well with previous Monte Carlo
simulation data. However, when recently proposed many-particle processes are included, in some cases the
diffusion coefficients increase by an order of magnitude at room temperatures. Qualitatively, the oscillatory
behavior of diffusion as a function of the island size is not affected by the many-particle processes.
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Island diffusion on surfaces has recently received att
tion not only because of its importance for surface growth1–3

but also because there are theoretically interesting issue
garding the dependence of the center-of-mass~CM! diffusion
coefficientDs on the number of atomss in the island.4–7 The
limit of large islands wheres@1 for simple metal surfaces i
understood to a large extent~see, e.g., Refs. 4–7!. For small
islands@with s'O(1)2O(102)# the situation is more com
plicated since continuum theories are obviously not va
One indication of this is the fact that there are pronoun
oscillations in the size dependence ofDs ~Refs. 6–8! as seen
in experiments on Rh~100! surfaces9 ~see also Ref. 10!. The
oscillations can be qualitatively explained by the geome
of the islands and by the relative stability of small square a
rectangular configurations.6,9,11 Typically, one expects tha
Ds}e2bEs at low temperatures, and thus the oscillations
most pronounced there because the rate limiting step~RLS!
barriersEs can be very different for islands of different size

Another challenge is that in addition to the single-ato
events that control the shape fluctuations of large islan4

for small islands there are concertedmany-particle processe
which are in some cases of equal importance for isla
mobility.8,12–14For fcc~100! metal surfaces Shiet al.8 found
in their embedded atom model~EAM! calculations a new
mechanism for island diffusion through concerted dim
shearing. Most recently, Trushinet al.14,15used sophisticated
saddle-point search methods combined with EAM a
showed that there are additional mechanisms such astrimer
shearing at the periphery, and dimer and trimer shearingin-
side the islandwhich control the RLS in some cases.

In this work it is our purpose to quantitatively study th
role of many particle processes in diffusion of adatom
lands on fcc~100! metal surfaces. In particular, our aim is
compare the diffusion coefficients at various temperatu
with and without the inclusion of many particle processes.
this end, we calculateDs for small islands using the analyti
master equation~ME! formalism by Titulaer and Deutsch,16

as modified by Sanchez and Evans~SE!.17 This method is
0163-1829/2001/64~16!/161405~4!/$20.00 64 1614
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based on the Markovian approximation of independent tr
sitions between different configurations. With all the releva
transition rates known,Ds can be obtained explicitly at al
temperatures where the Markovian approximation holds. T
exact enumeration of configurations within the ME forma
ism allows us to discuss the role of concerted motion
small-island diffusion in detail. In this work we consider th
case of Cu adatom islands on the Cu~100! surface. In the
previous work of SE,17 Ds was calculated up tos55 includ-
ing transition processes in which single atom jumps occ
and also dimer shearing was considered for tetramers. In
work, we consider dimer and trimer shearing processes
islands from five up to nine atoms as suggested by the e
getics of Trushinet al.14 These results can be directly com
pared to the analytic formula of SE fors55, and the Monte
Carlo ~MC! data of Heinonenet al.6 which is based on
single-particle processes only.

The details of the formalism can be found in Ref. 1
Here we only give an outline of the procedure. For any
land withs atoms the number of possible configurations co
nected by nearest-neighbor~NN! bonds can be exactly enu
merated, but this number grows very quickly withs.
However, it turns out that in most cases of interest, only p
of all the accessible configurations are of importance. T
number of NN and next-nearest-neighbor~NNN! bonds char-
acterizes the configurations here. The one with the larg
number of NN and NNN bonds is usually the equilibriu
configuration according to bond-counting arguments,
demonstrated by energetics based on semiempirical po
tials on fcc~100! metal surfaces.14,18 Among the set of con-
figurations one can transform one configuration into anot
with specific transition mechanisms, characterized by tra
tion rateshi . As usual, we make the assumption that any r
hi can be written in the Arrhenius formhi5n ie

2bD i, where
n i is a prefactor andD i the activation barrier of the processi.
To solve the problem of having too many such transitio
one has to consider the relative magnitudes of the barr
D i . In many cases, some of the configurations can be
together in a singlequasiconfiguration~QC!. This is the case
©2001 The American Physical Society05-1
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TABLE I. Processes and activation energies listed first for the equilibrium shapes~configurations at the upper left corners! and for other
shapes of small Cu islands of sizess55 – 9. The corresponding rates are put in brackets. The energies of RLS for CM motion are sh
boldface. When the energy is in italics, the corresponding process is not included explicitly in the transition matrix of many-
processes because~i! the process is so fast that it takes place immediately~with very low energy!, ~ii ! the process is so slow that it does n
occur at the relevant temperatures~with very high energy!, or ~iii ! there is a process with a considerably lower energy that takes place b
the one considered.
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when transitions between different configurations inside
QC can be considered as infinitely fast processes as c
pared to the other transitions.17 A good approximation for the
fcc~100! metals is to construct the QC from configuratio
which have the same number of NN bonds, but the num
of NNN bonds varies, as will be shown below.

Once all the possible configurations and the transit
processes between them withD i less than a given limit have
been gathered together, the corresponding displacement
tors of the CM between these configurations are calcula
After thatDs can be calculated from the acoustic eigenvalu
of the corresponding transition matrixM .17 The size of this
square matrix equals the number of configurations includ
This means that in practice, the method is useful only
rather small islands,16,17but systems with about less than te
different real and quasiconfigurations are still managea
with symbolic algebra programs. Even if explicit analyt
formulas were not required, the construction of the transit
matrix would become very tedious if the number of config
rations included were much larger than that.

An important role in the construction of the QC’s and t
transition matrix is played by the actual energetics. For
fcc~100! metal surfaces considered here, semiempir
methods such as the effective medium theory~EMT! ~Ref.
19! and EAM ~Ref. 20! should give a good approximation o
the relative ordering of the barriersD i . In the case of
Cu~100!, EMT has been used to calculate the energetics
single-particle events for island diffusion.18,21These energet
ics were subsequently used in the MC studies of Heino
et al.6 In Table I we show some important single and man
particle processes as calculated using the EAM potential~see
also Ref. 14!. From Table I, it is immediately obvious tha
many-particle processes are important and will affect isla
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diffusion for many cases. Although many-particle proces
have not been calculated using the EMT, the ordering of
single-particle events is in good agreement with EAM.
particular, single atom processes along the edge of the is
for EMT ~EAM! are given by 0.26 eV~0.21 eV! for edge
hopping ~rate he!, 0.52 eV ~0.51 eV! for kink escape~rate
hk!, 0.52 eV ~0.55 eV! for corner rounding~rate hr!, and
0.78 eV ~0.82 eV! for core breakup~rate hc!. These pro-
cesses are illustrated in Fig. 1 of Ref. 17~see also Table I!.

As the first case, we consider pentamer islands (s55).
From Table I it is immediately evident that there is a lar
number of different configurations and possible transit
mechanisms. An analytic solution for this problem was p
sented by SE~Ref. 17! where all the single-atom process
were considered by using four different QC’s as shown
Fig. 7 of Ref. 17. For a more accurate analysis includ
dimer shearing we have chosen the QC shown in Fig
which contains 21 configurations. These configurations
taken into the same QC because any of them can be tr
formed to another configuration inside the QC via a sl
along the edge of the island with ratehe which has a rela-
tively low activation barrier (De'0.2 eV), and thus we se

FIG. 1. The 21 configurations in the QC for pentamer diffusio
The multipliers represent the degeneracy of the corresponding
figurations.
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he5` here. The configurations in the QC have appro
mately the same energy, with four NN and at least two NN
bonds, and they are all unbroken. The QC shown in Fig.
included between each transition considered by SE.7

The additional two-particle transitions and their rates
shown in Table I. Transition rateshsi and hs have different
inverse rateshsi8 and hs8 while the transition ratehs1 equals
its reverse rate. The corresponding barriers for each tra
tion are in Table I. The transition processes that are inclu
in the present calculation haveD i,0.65 eV. With this de-
scription, the size ofM with dimer shearing included be
comes five-by-five and the diffusion coefficient can
shown to be

D55
2@hsi8 12~hs81hr !#

@2~hs11hsi!1hr #

3
@2hsi~hs11hsi!1hr~hs112hsi!#

~8hsi8 116hs8121hsi116hr !
. ~1!

It is interesting to analyze the limiting behavior of this som
what complicated expression. Assuming that the Arrhen
form holds with energetics according to Table I andn i
5const, at low temperaturesD5'hsi/4 which is the ex-
pected RLS form for diffusion. It is also straightforward
obtain the single-particle limit by settinghs15hk/2 and the
other rates for dimer shearing to zero, which givesD5

sp

5hkhr /@8(hk1hr)#. This is exactly the same result as th
of SE.17 Finally, we note that with EMT energetics,hk5hr

and thusD5
sp'hr /16 at low temperatures, while with EAM

hk.hr and thusD5
sp'hr /8. This shows the sensitivity of th

s55 case to the details of the energetics.
The diffusion of a six-atom island is rather similar to th

pentamer case. The transitions can be considered with
two-by-three configurations and one three-by-three QC~with
24 internal configurations! and thus the transition matrix i
only three-by-three. Internal and edge dimer shearing are
cluded~see Table I!. The diffusion coefficient is given by

D65
~hs81hc8!~hsi12hs!

4~hs81hc813hsi16hs!
, ~2!

wherehc85hr . The low-temperature limit gives the expecte
RLS form D6'hsi/4 ~see Table I!. It is interesting to note
that the diffusion of hexamer does not require a c
break-up process since there are dimer-shearing proce
that lead to the CM motion without the core break-up. Th
it is the lowest energy process left out in the present ca
with D50.83 eV.

The diffusion of a seven-atom island is less trivial. W
have included two real configurations and four QC’s, mak
the transition matrix six-by-six, with dimer shearing at t
periphery, and internal dimer and trimer shearing includ
~see Table I!. With this, D7 is of a relatively simple form

D75
hs1h3i~hsi1hs18 !

~hsi12hs18 112hs1!~hsi1hs18 1h3i !
. ~3!
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However, the low-temperature limit does not give the e
pected RLS barrier 0.50 eV, but there is an extra term t
gives a small additional energy. This is due to the fact t
the RLS does not operate to the equilibrium configurati
Thus, there has to be a transition before the RLS can ope
which slightly increases the activation barrier. This indica
that this method is rather sensitive to the choice of confi
rations in a QC on the grounds of the energetics of the s
tem. The transition processes that are included here h
D i,0.55 eV which is the energy for corner rounding.

The diffusion of an eight-atom island can be conside
with a six-by-six transition matrix, consisting of four rea
and two QC’s. Dimer shearing at the edge, and trimer sh
ing both at the edge and in the island are included. T
diffusion coefficient is then

D85
h3i~h3i8 1h38!~2hs11h3i !

4~hs11h3i !~2h3i8 12h3819h3i !
. ~4!

At low temperaturesD8'h3i /4 which is the expected RLS
The transition processes that are included have an en
less than 0.76 eV which corresponds to dimer shearing at
periphery~see Table I!.

Finally, for s59, using a five-by-five transition matrix th
diffusion coefficient is

D95
2h3ah38h3i

3~2h3a1h38!~h3814h3i !
, ~5!

and at low temperaturesD9'h3i /3 which is the expected
RLS. The lowest rate not included ishc .

In Fig. 2 we show a comparison between the sing
particle MC simulations6 ~with energetics based on EMT!,
analytic ME results of SE~Ref. 17! with single-particle pro-
cesses only~EMT!, and our analytic ME results with dime
and trimer shearing included as explained above~EAM!. As
expected, the MC data and results from the equations of
are in very good agreement with each other. Fors>5 where

FIG. 2. Size dependent oscillations of the diffusion coefficie
~in units a2/sec, wherea is the lattice constant! for small islands.
MC simulations~solid line!, analytic results with single-atom~open
circles! and many-particle~filled squares! processes with tempera
tures 300, 400, and 500 K from bottom to top, respectively.
5-3
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we have included the many-particle processes, two impor
conclusions can be drawn. First, the qualitative behavio
the oscillations inDs is not affected by the new processe
The relative energetic stability of the compacts54, 6, 8, and
9 islands is still the dominant factor in determiningDs in
good agreement with the experiment.9 However, the quanti-
tative values ofDs are greatly influenced by the many
particle processes.22 Dimer shearing allows rapid transforma
tion of islands to open configurations and therefore it op
up several new favorable kinetic pathways for diffusion. T
inclusion of trimer shearing for septamer and octamer dif
sion further increases the values ofD7 andD8 as compared
to the single-particle MC data.24 As seen in Fig. 2, this dif-
ference can easily be one order of magnitude atT5300 K.
The discrepancy between EMT and EAM results forD9 is
iu
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e

e

ur
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due to the more favorable core-breakup process for E
than for EAM.

In summary, by a comparison of results based on a var
of methods including microscopic semiempirical calcu
tions, MC simulations, and analytic results, we have be
able to obtain a rather complete picture of adatom isla
diffusion for small Cu islands on Cu~100! surfaces. There
exist several previously overlooked many-particle mec
nisms that play an important role. This means that the C
motion of islands up to size ten and even larger can be a
vated more easily than previously assumed.
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